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Organize Your Home In No Time [Debbie Stanley] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
The National Association of Professional Organizers reports that getting rid of clutter in your home cuts housework by
40% in the average home.

Get rid of all your clutter fast by renting a dumpster. Call PART 1: How to Declutter Your Home Step 1: Set
Goals Before you get started, make a plan. No matter how many rooms or how much clutter you have to get
through, starting with specific goals will help you create a plan that will reduce any frustration as you go. Here
are a few things to keep in mind as you get started decluttering your home: Give each space a grade based on
the severity of the clutter. For example, on a scale of 1 â€” 3 3 being the most cluttered , a particularly messy
room or closet would get a 3. This will help you prioritize your time. Do one room or one space at a time. Set
completion dates for each phase of your cleanup. If you make it into a declutter challenge for yourself, it may
feel a bit more like a game. In addition to completion dates, you should plan time to work on specific areas
when you expect decluttering those spaces to take longer than a few hours, such as a basement or a garage.
Create a Sorting System As you go through the rooms and spaces in your house, you will need a system for
sorting the items you find. You can create your own method, or use one of the most popular organizational
tips: Gather three boxes or storage bins, label them as follows and then use the organizing tips below:
Recyclable glass, plastics and paper can go straight into your recycling bin if you have curbside pickup.
Otherwise put your recyclables in bags so you can transport the waste to the nearest recycling drop off
location. Many electronics can and should be recycled. With over 1, kiosks in 42 states, EcoATM recycling
kiosks can turn your old electronics into cash. Check prices for your old devices and use the ecoATM locator
to see if there is one near you. You can rest easy knowing that something you no longer need is going to a
good home. Clothes, shoes and other household items in good condition can be donated to a number of local
charities. Or try posting to freecycle. You post what you want to get rid of and people come get it. Have a
Garage Sale: Many items you find will have more than just a monetary value â€”they will stir up memories
and have sentimental value. These are real and valid feelings that make it challenging to part with our stuff.
We have found that acknowledging the emotions that can arise in this process, and then accepting that we no
longer need many of the objects our memories are connected with, can be very helpful. When it comes to
clothing, we generally only wear 20 percent of the clothes we own 80 percent of the time. This rule tends to
hold true for other things as well, such as video games, computer parts, books, DVDs, toys and more. In the
world of economics, costs that have already been incurred and cannot be recovered are referred to as sunk
costs. As you go through the items in your house, most things should be considered sunk costs except for rare
situations where an item may have increased in value. Since you cannot get the money back that you spent on
that item, you should only think about the value that thing can add to your life in the future. Understanding
this concept of sunk costs can help you make more rational decisions about what to keep and what you should
toss. See if it works. Think of the last time you used it. Track which items you actually use. Over the course of
the year, when you use or wear an item put it back facing the opposite direction of the others. Ask yourself if
you love it. You can pull it out of the junk bin and put it away. Start with small decluttering projects that feel
big. Tackle one drawer, one shelf, or one corner of your desk. Set a timer and work for 15 minutes and
accomplish as much as you can. Taking baby steps can eventually lead to a big change in your clutter level.
Many of these small, satisfying transformations only require a small investment of time! Clear off flat
surfaces. Countertops, shelves and other flat surfaces are clutter-magnets. Make space in drawers or add small
boxes or bins to your shelves for paper items. Only keep frequently used, essential small appliances on kitchen
countertops â€” the rest should be put away or donated if you never really use them. Skip to our
room-by-room guides to get more tips on ridding flat surfaces of clutter in your kitchen , bathrooms , laundry
room and home office. Establishing a place to put your things helps reduce clutter. Do you love it? Do you
need so many? Is it time to let go? Ask the questions before putting things away. Keep like things together.
Categorizing things as you go through them is imperative to organizing your home. In fact, keeping like things
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together forces you to organize your home. And it will make your life easier! Items that are similar often end
up in different spaces. For example, if you have books in every room, it may make more sense to gather up
ALL the books, group them my subject or genre, then make decisions about which to keep. You may not
realize you have four copies of the same thing if they are in different rooms. For a stress-free cleanout, get
easy waste removal with a dumpster rental. Call PART 2: Decluttering room-by-room is the most efficient
way to declutter and organize your home. And you will feel a sense of accomplishment as you complete each
room! Use your plan that you created as a guide and click the images below for decluttering how-tos for each
room in your house. We deserve a place to come to at the end of a long day that is a sanctuary, where we can
truly relax. It is almost impossible to feel peaceful in a cluttered and chaotic environment. We also start our
days in this room when we wake up. Help yourself ease into the day surrounded by order and beauty. If you
are married, this is the room where the marriage relationship is nurtured. If you have children, this is the room
that is the example to your children of how a bedroom should be maintained. My most important advice about
your master bedroom, is to look at it differently. Treat the room with respect and get the clutter out! Start by
Decluttering the Bedroom Drawers Take everything out of the drawers and ask yourself the following
questions about each item: Does it belong in the bedroom? Have you used it in the last year? When you are
ready to place items back into the drawers try adding dividers or small containers so you can store like things
together. You can use small gift boxes, shoe boxes, cereal boxes or repurpose plastic containers to hold the
items in the drawer. Moderation is key here. When you have fewer things cluttering the flat surfaces in your
bedroom, the space will feel more calming and peaceful. Seasonal clothing, bedding or decorations can be
easily stored in plastic or cloth bins that fit under the bed or in a closet. The process of going through clothes,
shoes and other long-forgotten belongings will help you cleanse your house and your mind of any emotional
baggage that may be connected to these items. Be sure you keep your three bins nearby for this task as you
follow these three ways to declutter your closet: Declutter Your Closet From the Bottom Up Your instinct will
be to start from the top with the things that are hanging, but cleaning up and cleaning out the mess at the
bottom of the closet is the better way to go. The same goes for shoes. After you wear something, put it back in
the closet with the hanger facing the back. Avoid stacking clothing on shelves and storing stuff on shelves that
can get buried under hanging clothes. Aside from items you store in containers, you should be able to see
everything in your closet without moving too much. Boxes and bins are recommended for storing smaller
items on your closet shelves. Consider adding more shelving above things that you may keep at the bottom,
like a vacuum cleaner or storage bins. You can also add hooks inside the door for brooms, mops and dustpans.
Cleaning up your closets is guaranteed to improve your quality of life! Take advantage of any extra vertical
space you might have, such as the back of the door, a small section of wall, or the extra vertical space above
your top shelf. Use hooks to hang robes, jewelry, and scarves. They also make excellent storage spots for
scarves, belts and socks. Install another shelf at the top of your closet for storing mementoes and out of season
clothing.
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Chapter 2 : 7 Ways to Get Organized (Even if You Have No Time to Organize)
The National Association of Professional Organizers reports that getting rid of clutter in your home cuts housework by
40% in the average home. Just think about what you could do with all of that extra time in your already action-packed
schedule!

Maybe you can relate to her storyâ€¦full time job, a child with three weekly activities, helps with Girl Scouts,
husband travels. As she summed it upâ€¦just your average middle class, overworked, overstressed, running
daylight to dark, ready to pull my hair out mom. I really enjoy your site and all the wonderful ideas you have
but minimal time requirements are a must. How can we that are time starved pull it off? Throw us a line! I,
too, experience the challenges of having little time left over for organizing after a full day at work. The ideas I
share on simplify are ones that I use in my own home and life. They are ideas that I put into practice in the
evenings and on the weekends, during my off-work hours. But the bottom line is this: If you want to be more
organized than you are today, it will require an investment of time. But, when you use the right organizing
systems for you, the time you spend getting organized will pay you back over and over again. If you have a
busy schedule and spend little time at home, having less stuff is a must. So, pare down ruthlessly. Think of this
shedding of stuff as an investment in your future. Less stuff equals less time dealing with stuff. Make progress
in small slices of time. Over time 15 minutes of progress here and there really adds up. So, give it a try! My
favorite approach is to set a timer for fifteen minutes and make progress. The key words here are make
progress! Declutter for fifteen minutes. Or work on an in-process organizing project like a home reference
binder. Or straighten up the junk drawer. But, instead simply look for ways to move something forward.
Instead, say no for now to create a bit of breathing room in your schedule. Use this time to catch up and create
breathing room in your home. Then, once you do, put this next idea into practice. So once you get a space
organized, take the few minutes required to keep it that way. Anytime you feel like putting off something that
would keep clutter at bay, remind yourself that keeping up is easier than catching up! Standardize on storage
solutions. Instead of spending time looking for perfect, specialized containers for every organizing project you
do, use tried and true favorites instead. For example, when my kids were young and I was setting up new
organizing systems in our home, I used plain white lidless Sterilite containers all over my house. This really
simplified the organizing process. By using the same container throughout my house, not only did I save time
when organizing, but it was also easy to rearrange things when our lives and organizing needs changed.
Simplify everything you can. Here are some examples. Simplify bed-making by putting away decorative
pillows and throws. Simplify dusting by minimizing the number of tchotchkes you keep on display. Set up
automatic bill paying with your bank. In short, look for the areas of your life that are overly complicated, and
systematically set out to simplify them one by one. Invest in complete solutions. Finally, if you find yourself
spending hours on end surfing the web looking for organizing ideas, save time by investing in complete
organizing solutions. Or look for a book that will walk you step by step through the process of organizing your
home, and then, follow the plan. While getting organized requires an investment of time, the return on that
investment makes the effort worthwhile. Best wishes on your organizing journey! What are your favorite
time-saving tips when it comes to getting organized? How do you fit organizing into your schedule? Thanks
for sharing your ideas! The following two tabs change content below.
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Chapter 3 : Organize Your Home in No Time by Debbie Stanley
The National Association of Professional Organizers reports that getting rid of clutter in your home cuts housework by
40% in the average home. Just think about what you could do with all of that extra time in your already action-packed
schedule! But is it worth all the time it will take you just to.

Follow our Hit Refresh series through February for new ideas, hacks, and skills that will help you achieve and
maintain! Our skilled Junior Designer, Rebecca Fong, was happy let us take over her cooking space for the
afternoon to try our hand at a few small techniques to get things tidy. Since she shares her place with two
roomies, kitchen space is limited, and finding a good solution for organizing all her cookware was essential.
Take a look below to see how a few small steps helped her out. What was the biggest problem area for you?
The biggest problem area for me is my kitchen. I live with two other people, and the kitchen is the only space
where we store shared items all together. We all have different methods for organizing, as well as multiples of
the same items. Have you tried to organize this area in the past? How did that go? I have tried to organize
these areas in the past, but nothing seems to stick. I have tried to rearrange the pots and pans into more
manageable piles, but they always end up getting messy after a few weeks. In the past, I have used large
Ziploc bags to organize my baking supplies and keep them fresh. It worked decently and it was nice to be able
to see the contents of the bags. Having an organized kitchen makes cooking seem more appealing, saves me
time, and makes it easier to be more aware of what ingredients I have in my cupboards. Was the labeling
organization method helpful? Was it difficult at first? The labeling method was pretty helpful! It was pretty
easy and helped me to eliminate a lot of half-used bags of things that I would probably never use again.
Instead of having four half-full bags of chocolate chips, I now have one airtight, labeled container. What were
some pros and cons of this method? There are so many pros! My kitchen feels so much more organized, [and]
I feel so much more aware of what ingredients I have and what cooking tools are at my disposal. Would you
try this in other areas of your home? One hundred percent yes! I want to go through my closet and organize
things with clear bins! Would you recommend this organization method? I feel so much more confident about
whipping up last-minute meals and not wasting nearly as much food now! What advice would you give to
people trying this method? I would say do your research. For more organizing tips and tricks, follow us on
Pinterest! Modern, minimalist or colorful. Must be a valid email address!
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Chapter 4 : Organizing Your Kitchen With the KonMari Method | Brit + Co
Share on Facebook Share on Twitter Pinterest We all could be more organized in some aspect of our lives, and keeping
our homes put together is something many people struggle with.

Tweet Shares K So you have company coming in an hour and the house is a mess? So, how do you clean your
house fast? When I was in college I worked a couple summers as a hotel maid and house cleaner. No getting
distracted while gathering up those old magazines, or checking your phone for the latest on Facebook. Dust
ceiling fans, then furniture wiping dirt directly on the floor. Clean all of the floors as your last step to remove
the dirt and dust. Bedrooms-6 minutes per bedroom Strip linens and remake beds. When making beds rather
than hunch over tucking bottom sheets under the mattress use one hand to lift the corner while tucking the
sheet with the other. Wipe down furniture with a dusting spray and microfiber cloth , working top to bottom.
Bathrooms-7 minutes per bathroom I like to clean all of my bathrooms at once-make a quick trip around all
the bathrooms in the house to clear counters and spray counters and tubs with cleaner, allow to sit while you
clean toilets and wipe down the outer toilet surface. Go back and wipe down counters and rinse tub then clean
mirrors. Come back to clean the floors when cleaning the kitchen floor. Starting in one corner of the room and
working around dust all surfaces top to bottom. Use an upholstery attachment and vacuum upholstered
furniture. Vacuum floors along with all house carpeting as last cleaning step. Kitchen minutes Load all dirty
dishes in the dishwasher and fill sink with hot soapy water. If your stove top has removable burner pieces that
need to be cleaned, place in water as well. Dunk sponge in hot water and squeeze out excess, wipe down
cabinets, counters and other surfaces again working top to bottom. When you have more time consider doing
this trick for preventing fingerprints on stainless steel! Finish cleaning any stove pieces and replace. Clean
floors last along with all hard flooring surfaces in the house. Floors minutes whole house When vacuuming
carpeted rooms work your way backwards out of the room moving quickly and without too much overlap to
save time. This helps prevent kicking dust into the air that will quickly settle again and aggravating allergies.
Steam mops or Hardwood Floor Cleaners this is my favorite also make cleaning hard surfaces much faster
than traditional mops, so I highly recommend investing in one of those to keep your cleaning quick! Want a
printable version of this list to help you clean your house fast? Do you have any additional tips? This is
obviously not a deep clean but a general day to day surface clean. For deeper cleans check out my Spring
Cleaning Checklist and Fall Cleaning Checklist , you can also see my Daily Cleaning Checklist if you prefer
to work a little each day!
Chapter 5 : 50+ Easy Ways To Organize Your Entire Home In No Time
Keeping this principle in mind, we invited Kondo to stop by the ELLE Decor offices to share her top home organizing tips
for Read her advice below, and if you're eager for even more organizing pointers, you'll have to wait for the premiere of
her Netflix series slated for the winter of

Chapter 6 : Organize Your Work Day in No Time by K.J. McCorry
55 Genius Tips To Organize Your Home In No Time At All Here at Hometipsworld we look for interesting articles
covering home improvement, cleaning and gardening tips from around the world. We hope you find the featured posts
interesting and helpful.

Chapter 7 : calendrierdelascience.com: Customer reviews: Organize Your Home In No Time
no helpful hints, no tips, just organize your stuff into containers and stack, stack, stack! if you want good organizing and
decluttering books, stick with don aslett. he is the BEST.
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Chapter 8 : Clean Your House Fast - How to Clean Your Entire House in 1 Hour
Organize Your Home In No Time leads readers through the home organization process step-by-step with to-do lists,
shopping lists, and specific product recommendations.

Chapter 9 : Organize Your Garage In No Time | InformIT
Having a neat and organized home allows you to feel comfortable and have a home that is neat and orderly. Clutter can
make things stressful so it is nice to have everything in its place.
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